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Farside presents “Love Ritual” & “Late Night”, the debut 12inch from upcoming french
producers The Offsetters aka Gregory Naillot & Vincent Valentin. In the south of France
both are already known under their DJ aliases DJ Gregyro & DJ Peanuts. They teamed
up as The Offsetters in 2003 to create a powerful & exciting fusion of deep house, dub &
jazz without hiding their musical hip hop roots in all of the tunes.
DJ Peanuts, a trained drummer is fan of Pete Rock, DJ Premier, A Tribe Called Quest
and the likes, while DJ Gregyro diggs deep into the big world of soulmusic.
On their way to find the perfect beat, both are virtouosly handling the MPC and play live
with guest singers and musicians or they DJ at a club with a perfect fusion of deep
house, detroitish grooves & nudisco.
With the beautiful slightly old school sounding „Love Ritual“, they catch the listener &
dancer at first sight. With a brilliant intro this jazzy disco tune sounds fresh & dope at
least with the charming sound of the MPC. When “Love Ritual” hits the CD Player of
Farside´s Ingo Sänger by chance it never left his record box ever since…..
“Late Night” could mess up with recent Burial Mix, Mr. V or Franck Roger tunes and is
so cool. Smoked dubby minimal house with dope synths. A surely late night killer track.
The remix from Westpark Unit aka Herb LF & Ingo Sänger pushes „Love Ritual“ in a
whole new direction. Very straight & clubby it gets no deeper, but also not more exciting.
With its typical dubby/jazzy Westpark Unit piano & drum sound, “Love Ritual” kicks very
phat, takes some musically pieces of the original, creates some new harmonies and
sounds at least like a Detroit tune under water. The few times this monster has been
tested in the club it always turned heads. Might be the most DJ friendly track/mix of
Westpark Unit since a long time.
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